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Program analysis determines the potential dataflow and control flow relationships among instructions so that compiler
optimizations can respect these relationships to transform
code correctly. Since many of these relationships rarely or
never occur, speculative optimizations assert they do not
exist while optimizing the code. To preserve correctness,
speculative optimizations add validation checks to activate
recovery code when these assertions prove untrue. This approach results in many missed opportunities because program analysis and thus other optimizations remain unaware
of the full impact of these dynamically-enforced speculative assertions. To address this problem, this paper presents
SCAF, a Speculation-aware Collaborative dependence Analysis Framework. SCAF learns of available speculative assertions via profiling, computes their full impact on memory
dependence analysis, and makes this resulting information
available for all code optimizations. SCAF is modular (adding
new analysis modules is easy) and collaborative (modules
cooperate to produce a result more precise than the confluence of all individual results). Relative to the best prior
speculation-aware dependence analysis technique, by computing the full impact of speculation on memory dependence
analysis, SCAF dramatically reduces the need for expensiveto-validate memory speculation in the hot loops of all 16
evaluated C/C++ SPEC benchmarks.

1 Introduction
Program analysis allows compiler optimizations to transform
code while respecting data and control flow relationships
between instructions. Increased program analysis precision
can dramatically improve the effectiveness of compiler optimizations, including those that perform instruction-level
parallelization (ILP), thread-level parallelization (TLP), and
vectorization. Thus, decades of research have been devoted to
increasing the precision of program analysis. Advancements
include algorithms in points-to analysis [1, 4, 6, 33, 35, 52],
alias analysis [37, 59], shape analysis [19, 20, 50], and loop
dependence analysis [3, 45]. Nevertheless, program analysis is undecidable [31] and remains insufficiently precise in
practice, especially for languages like C/C++ [21].
Speculation allows optimizations to overcome the limitations of program analysis. Speculation typically relies on
profile-based information to identify data and control flow
relationships expected to rarely or never occur during program execution. Speculative optimizations optimize for the
common case by assuming that these relationships do not
exist while transforming the code. To preserve correctness,
speculative optimizations add checks to activate recovery
code when these assumptions prove untrue. To be profitable,
speculative optimizations must consider the benefits of optimizing for the common case against the expected frequency
of misspeculation, the cost of misspeculation recovery, and
the validation cost. The validation cost is the cost of checking
for misspeculation, a cost that exists even when there is no
misspeculation. Note that relationships reported by program
analysis but not observed during profiling may actually exist
(analysis is not limiting) or not exist (analysis is imprecise).
In either case, the benefits of speculation remain.
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The validation and recovery code inserted by speculative
optimizations can be viewed as dynamically-enforced assertions ensuring that certain relationships reported by program analysis cannot exist in the protected code. In existing
compiler designs, subsequent program analysis and optimization passes operate on the transformed code, unaware
of the full impact of speculative assertions. This is problematic because the unrecognized value of a single speculative
assertion can be significant. For example, the application of
control speculation to speculatively enforce the elimination
of a control path may make many previously reported memory dependences impossible. Unaware of the speculative
control flow information, the compiler will needlessly continue to respect the now nonexistent memory dependences.
This might lead to the compiler unnecessarily preventing
the application of valuable transformations on account of
the phantom memory dependences. Alternatively, it might
lead to the pointless application of additional speculation
to remove the phantom memory dependences. Even worse,
this additional speculation is typically much more expensive
than the already-applied control speculation.
Speculative optimizations themselves represent a breakthrough that has helped overcome the crippling limitations
of program analysis, especially for ILP and TLP compilers [25, 61]. Nevertheless, many authors report that speculative systems often suffer from large overheads [7, 16],
most notably the overheads from the cost of checks and the
overly-aggressively application of speculation. This cost is
particularly acute for memory dependence speculation because of the large number of memory dependences reported
by analysis that do not manifest during profiling and because
of the high validation cost of memory speculation for each
speculatively removed dependence [7, 16, 55]. As this work
demonstrates, much of this cost is the result of the lack of
speculative assertion awareness in compiler analysis and
optimization.
The goal of this work is to enable lower-cost speculation
with a modular, collaborative, and speculation-aware memory analysis framework. This speculation-aware collaborative dependence analysis framework, called SCAF, learns of
available speculative assertions, computes their full impact
on memory dependence analysis, and makes this resulting information available for code optimization. In this way, SCAF
enables the compiler to make the most of speculation by
speculating more judiciously. Like the collaborative analysis
framework (CAF [24]) of prior work, SCAF is modular and
collaborative. The modularity makes the addition of new
analysis modules easy. The collaborative aspects mean that
analysis modules cooperate to produce a result more precise
than the confluence of all individual results. Relative to CAF,
SCAF is made possible (i) by the addition of speculation
modules, a new type of analysis module that uses profiling information to answer queries; (ii) by the introduction
of a new coordinating component called the Orchestrator;

and, (iii) by extensions to CAF’s dependence analysis query
language and its semantics to carry additional information
related to speculation.
This paper:
• introduces SCAF, the first modular, collaborative, and
speculation-aware dependence analysis framework;
• motivates and describes SCAF’s design (ğ2,ğ3);
• demonstrates how SCAF enables existing speculationunaware memory analysis modules to reason about
speculation (ğ3);
• describes query language extensions to support communication of control flow, in addition to data flow,
information and to reduce query latency (ğ3.2.2);
• introduces a new compiler component, called the Orchestrator, that coordinates interactions among analysis modules and is configurable according to the client’s
preferences (ğ3.3);
• presents a design pattern for speculation modules in a
collaborative environment (ğ4.2.1);
• describes speculation modules implemented in SCAF
(ğ4.2.3, ğ4.2.4); and,
• evaluates SCAF on 16 C/C++ SPEC benchmarks, and
demonstrates its ability to decrease the need for
expensive-to-validate memory speculation by maximizing the impact of inexpensive speculation (ğ5).

2 Background & Motivation
This section defines what a memory dependence is, discusses
the role of speculation in memory dependence analysis,
and motivates the need for a collaborative, modular, and
speculation-aware dependence analysis framework.
2.1 Memory Dependence
A memory dependence from instruction i 1 to instruction
i 2 exists iff: (i) the footprint of operation i 1 may-alias the
footprint of i 2 (alias); (ii) at least one of the two instructions
writes to memory (update); (iii) there is a feasible path of
execution P from i 1 to i 2 (feasible-path) such that (iv) no
operation in P overwrites the common memory footprint
(no-kill). Footprint refers to the memory locations accessed
(read or written) by an instruction.
2.2 Speculation
A diverse set of speculation techniques have been proposed
to overcome the imprecision of memory analysis [8ś10, 18,
25, 28, 44, 53, 54, 56, 58, 60]. Aggressive use of speculation
is most prominently observed in parallelization schemes [25,
28, 40, 47, 56], where high performance gains can compensate
for overheads introduced by speculation.
To estimate data and control flow relationships among instructions, speculative techniques typically rely on profiling
information. Offline runs of the target program with representative inputs produce this profiling information. We refer
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Table 1. Comparison of Proposals for Integration of Speculation into Analysis

Approaches
Monolithic Integration [2, 12, 14]
Composition by Confluence [28, 40, 57, 61]
Composition by Collaboration (This Work)

Supported Forms of Collaboration
Among
Between Memory Analysis
Speculative Techniques and Speculative Techniques
✗
✓
✗
✗
✓
✓

to predictions based on profiling information as speculative
assertions.

2.2.1

Memory Analysis
Decoupled from
Speculation
✗
✓
✓

Monolithic Integration: In this approach, memory analysis algorithms are extended with knowledge and interpretation of profile-based speculative information [2, 12, 14]. This
scheme increases the impact of speculative assertions. Yet,
given the diverse set of existing memory analysis algorithms
and speculative techniques, creating monolithic and complex
implementations of different combinations does not scale
and hinders extensibility and maintainability.

Express Impact of Speculation

This section describes how prior work expresses the impact
of speculative assertions to other transformations and analyses within the compiler, and then motivates the approach
proposed in this paper.
One might attempt to express the effect of speculative
assertions by transforming the code. For example, Neelakantam et al. [41] propose converting biased branches to assertions to expose speculative control flow information to
subsequent transformations. This approach, though, does
not generalize for all the types of speculative assertions. For
example, the impact of separation speculation [25] and memory speculation cannot be expressed via a transformation.
Further, applying speculative transformations without fully
evaluating their enabling effect is problematic. Compilers
should only apply speculative transformations that enable
optimizations with performance gains exceeding the speculation overheads. Moreover, the application of a transform
may limit the applicability of some subsequent transforms
(phase order problem).
To avoid these pitfalls, the impact of speculative information needs to be visible during an analysis phase prior to
transformation. This requires integrating speculation into
memory analysis. Prior work has explored two different ways
to perform this integration: via composition by confluence
and monolithically.

Composition by Collaboration: Motivated by the deficiencies of prior work, this paper introduces a new approach of
integrating speculation with memory analysis. The proposed
approach exposes the full impact of speculative assertions by
enabling collaboration of memory analysis and speculative
techniques (composition by collaboration) without sacrificing modularity and prior to any transformation. In fact, this
scheme allows memory analysis to leverage speculative information despite being developed independently.
Table 1 summarizes the comparison of this work with
existing proposals of the designs described earlier in this
section.
2.2.2

Motivating Example

For the code example in Figure 1, a client wants to determine
whether there is a cross-iteration dependence from instruction i3 to i2. By inspecting the code, one can observe that
there is a cross-iteration data flow from i3 to i2 when the
branch is taken. However, since this path is highly unlikely
to execute, one could speculatively ignore it and infer that
instruction i1 kills the data flow from i3 to i2.
A compiler using memory analysis cannot disprove the
cross-iteration data flow from i3 to i2 since none of the conditions described in ğ2.1 (alias, update, feasible-path, no-kill)

Composition by Confluence: To integrate speculative information into an analysis phase, some consider the effect
of speculative techniques on memory dependences in a sequence, independently of each other and of memory analysis [28, 40, 57, 61]. We characterize this approach as composition by confluence since the result of this composition
is the confluence of all individual techniques’ results. This
design is modular (consists of independently developed components), but does not support the synergistic co-existence
of speculation and analysis. Therefore, it fails to fully leverage the impact of speculative information, as shown in the
motivating example (ğ2.2.2).

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

loop L:
if (rare)
// no writes to a
...
else
i1:
a = ...;
i2: b = foo(a);
...
i3: a = ...;

Figure 1. Motivating Code Example
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Client

Client

Memory Analysis
Module

Orchestrator

Memory Analysis
Module

Terminator

(a) CAF [21]

Memory
Analysis
Module
(Base)

Memory
Analysis
Module
(Factored)

contribute to the resolution of the original queries. That
way, modules are agnostic to who produces an incoming
query or to who assists them, and there is no need for direct
communication among modules. In fact, memory analysis
modules, despite being speculation-unaware, can collaborate
with speculation modules. This decoupled design enables
independent development of modules and easy extension of
the framework.

Query
Response

Speculation
Module
(Base)

Speculation
Module
(Factored)

(b) SCAF (This Work)

3.2 Query Language
The query language enables interactions between clients and
analysis modules, and among the analysis modules. It defines
how dependence analysis queries are expressed and serves as
the modules’ interface. Figure 3 defines the syntax of the analysis queries (ğ3.2.1, ğ3.2.2) and the query responses (ğ3.2.3).

Figure 2. Design of Collaborative Analysis Frameworks

can be statically disproven. Further, control speculation cannot assert the absence of this dependence in isolation since
neither i2 nor i3 are speculatively dead. Therefore, composition by confluence is unable to remove this dependence.
To maximize the impact of the control flow assertion
(branch is never taken), interaction among control speculation and memory analysis is necessary in this example.
The monolithic integration approach would extend the killflow analysis algorithm [24] to interpret edge profiling information. This way, kill-flow can leverage the biased branch in
our example, view i1 as executing on every iteration, infer
that the condition no-kill from ğ2.1 is violated and thus can
assert the absence of the cross-iteration data flow from i3 to
i2.
Instead, this work is able to assert the absence of the crossiteration data flow from i3 to i2 without any transformation
and in a modular fashion as shown in ğ3.5.

3.2.1

As in LLVM’s alias analysis infrastructure (LLVM 5.0 [37])
and CAF [24], SCAF supports two types of analysis queries:
alias and modref queries. Alias queries determine whether
two pointers may alias each other, while modref queries determine whether an instruction may read or write a memory
location (defined by a pointer and a location size) or the
memory footprint of another instruction.
3.2.2 New Query Parameters
This paper introduces new query parameters, compared to
CAF and LLVM, essential for collaboration in the presence
of speculative analysis modules, and for query latency reduction.
In a traditional memory analysis framework, there is only
one valid control flow graph. However, the introduction
of speculation modules, particularly modules that interpret
branch-related profile information, enables new variants of
the control flow. To allow modules to communicate controlflow knowledge, we introduce optional control-flow query
parameters in the form of dominator and post-dominator
trees. This way, control-flow sensitive modules of the ensemble can leverage this speculative information to resolve
queries, unresolvable with the traditional static control flow
information. Even so, modules are agnostic to whether the
control flow information contained in the received query is
speculative or not.
Modules that generate premise alias queries often benefit
from only one specific alias result. However, CAF’s (and
LLVM’s) interface does not differentiate a must-alias query
from a query that is meant to check no-alias. Therefore, this
paper introduces another (optional) parameter that allows
modules to specify exactly the alias result they need from
premise alias queries to resolve the original query. This new
parameter significantly reduces the query latency (ğ5.3) since
modules can bail-out early if they cannot return the required
answer.

3 SCAF
This work presents SCAF, a modular and collaborative dependence analysis framework that enables collaboration between memory analysis and speculative techniques (Figure 2b).
SCAF can be seen as a speculation-aware extension of
CAF [24]. CAF is limited to collaboration among memory
analysis algorithms, which are depicted as memory analysis modules in Figure 2. SCAF introduces speculation into
the analysis framework with the introduction of speculation
modules. Speculation modules express the effect of speculative techniques by interpreting profiling information in
terms of dependence analysis.
3.1

Query Types

Collaboration

Collaboration among modules in SCAF occurs indirectly
through a new coordinating component, called the Orchestrator. Modules may formulate premise queries from incoming queries to resolve propositions about which they cannot
reason (inspired by CAF [24]). Modules that create premise
queries are called factored modules, while the rest are called
base modules. Premise queries are sent back to the Orchestrator to allow other modules to resolve them, and effectively
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Query Syntax
Query
Alias Query
ModRef Query

q ::= qa | qm
qa ::= alias(m 1 , tr, m 2 , l, cc, dr)
qm ::= modref(i, tr, m, l, cc, dt, pdt)
| modref(i 1 , tr, i 2 , l, cc, dt, pdt)
Memory Location m ::= (p, s)
Temporal Relation tr ::= Before | Same | After
Desired Result
dr::= NoAlias | MustAlias

Other Notations
i :
Instruction
p:
Pointer
s:
Access Size
l :
Loop

PLDI ’20, June 15ś20, 2020, London, UK

Response Syntax
Query Response
r ::= (R, S)
Result
R ::= R a | R m
Alias Result
R a ::= NoAlias | MustAlias | SubAlias | MayAlias
Modref Result
R m ::= NoModRef | Ref | Mod | ModRef
Set of Options
S::= ∅ | {O} | S + S | S × S
Assertion Option O::= ∅ | {A} | O + O
Assertion
A::= (id, tp, ec, cp)
tp : Transformation Points
ec :
Estimated Cost
cp :
Conflict Points

cc :
Calling Context
dt :
Dominator Tree
pdt : Post-Dominator Tree
id :
Module ID

Figure 3. Syntax for SCAF’s query and query response. Colored text indicates syntax extensions over the query language
of non-speculative analysis frameworks (CAF [24], LLVM [37]). Before, After, and Same denote the first operation
executes/the values of the first pointer are computed in a strictly-earlier/a strictly-later/the same iteration than/as the second.
p1

Another introduced (optional) parameter provides callingcontext information. This context helps disambiguate between different dynamic instances of the same static instruction. This parameter is essential for more fine-grained identification of memory objects, since several memory objects
may be created by the same static instruction. Speculation
analysis modules that reason about memory objects benefit
from this context.
Moreover, queries in SCAF, same as in CAF [24], contain
additional context information via the loop and temporal relation parameters. The loop parameter scopes the query to represent dynamic instances of operations during the loop’s execution. The temporal relation restricts the considered paths
and allows distinguishability between intra-iteration (Same)
and cross-iteration (Before, After) dependences.

p2

…

…
p3

MustAlias:
(p1,
NoAlias:
(p2,
PartialAlias:(p1,
SubAlias:
(p1,

p3)
p3), (p3, p4)
p2), (p2, p4)
p4)

p4

Figure 4. Difference between MustAlias, NoAlias,
PartialAlias, and SubAlias. Arrows represent the
pointed memory addresses, and dashed lines denote access
sizes. Only the most precise result is presented. Analysis may
return MayAlias when it cannot infer any other relation.

Each speculative assertion includes (i) a module identifier
that specifies which speculation module produced the assertion; (ii) program points that specify where to apply speculation (different for each module); (iii) an estimated cost for
validation overhead; and (iv) potential conflict points introduced by the application of this assertion. This information is
used by clients to correctly enforce these assertions by applying the required validation code, avoid conflicting options,
and consider the cost/benefit of responses. Details about how
speculation modules populate this information are presented
in a generic fashion in ğ4.2.1 and on a per-module basis in
ğ4.2.3 and ğ4.2.4.
Moreover, this paper introduces an additional alias query
result: SubAlias. This result is returned when a memory location is fully contained within the other memory
location of the alias query. SubAlias is different from
LLVM’s PartialAlias [37], where two memory objects
are known to be overlapping in some way, but one is not
necessarily contained within the other. Figure 4 (inspired by
[38]) illustrates the differences among alias results.

3.2.3 (Speculative) Query Response
Memory analysis frameworks [24, 37] do not need to provide
any additional information apart from the query result (e.g.,
NoAlias). In SCAF, by contrast, answers might be predicated on speculative assertions that need to be validated
at runtime if the client wishes to preserve the semantics of
the original code. Thus, query responses in SCAF may contain speculative assertions information added by speculation
modules that contributed to the resolution of the query. In
fact, the query response may contain a set of different options, any of which can be selected by the client (Response
Syntax in Figure 3). Each of these options may contain multiple speculative assertions that all need to hold true for
the analysis result to be sound. The algorithms presented in
ğ3.3 demonstrate how the Orchestrator populates this set
of options according to client-selected policies. Note that
as opposed to clients, modules within SCAF do not need to
be aware of the utilized speculative assertions for a given
query.

3.3 Orchestrator
The Orchestrator coordinates interactions among modules
and between modules and the client by forwarding queries
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to the modules and by processing query responses (Algorithm 1). It allows modules to remain simple and decoupled,
and it can be instantiated with different configurations to
accommodate different clients’ requirements.

Algorithm 2: join(join_policy, r1, r2)
Result: Query Response
/* Define assertion-related semantics
*/
Def O1 + O2 = O1 ∪ O2 ;
Def S1 + S2 = S1 ∪ S2 ;
Def S1 × S2 = { O1 + O2 : O1 ∈ S1, O2 ∈ S2 } ;
/* Define order of precision of results
*/
Def pr(NoAlias) == pr(MustAlias) >pr(SubAlias)
>pr(MayAlias);
Def pr(NoModRef) >pr(Mod) == pr(Ref) >pr(ModRef);
(R 1, S1 ) ← r1;
(R 2, S2 ) ← r2;
if pr(R 1 ) >pr(R 2 ) then return r1;
if pr(R 1 ) <pr(R 2 ) then return r2;
/* pr(R 1 ) == pr(R 2 )
*/
if R 1 == R 2 then
switch join_policy do
case ALL return (R 1 , S1 + S2 );
case CHEAPEST return (R 1 , cheaper(S1 , S2 ));
case Other Policies ...;
endsw
end
/* Special Case: Mod and Ref
*/
else if (R 1 == Mod and R 2 == Ref) or (R 1 == Ref and R 2 == Mod)
then
if conflict(S1 , S2 ) then
return handleConflictingAssertions(r1, r2)
end
else
return (NoModRef, S1 × S2 )
end
end
else
return handleConflictingResults(r1, r2);
end

Algorithm 1: handle(query)
Result: Query Response
(module_list, bailout_policy, join_policy) ← getConfig();
final_res ← conservativeResponse(query);
for module in module_list do
res ← eval(module, query);
final_res ← join(join_policy, final_res, res);
if bailout(bailout_policy, final_res) then
return final_res;
end
end
return final_res;

Modules’ implementations only need to respect the query
interface, without considering interactions or conflicts with
other modules. Clients can easily reconfigure the Orchestrator to adjust the received responses without any modification
to the modules.
The need for configurability is caused by the presence of
speculation modules in SCAF. In traditional memory analysis frameworks [24, 37], the clients are typically indifferent
to which module resolved the query; only the result is of
interest. However, in SCAF, the same analysis outcome may
come with different caveats depending on which modules
participated in the resolution of the query. Each speculation
module has different requirements in terms of validation for
its speculative assertions.
The join_policy determines what the Orchestrator
records for each received response (Algorithm 2). It can either collect all the possible ways a query can be resolved to
enable clients to perform global reasoning, or just keep the
locally optimal option. Need for global reasoning sources
from the fact that a single speculative assertion might be
able to resolve with the same cost multiple client’s queries
as opposed to a cheaper assertion that resolves only one
query. The latter is locally better for one particular query,
but the former is globally better. Regarding the conflicting
results case, it represents an analysis bug if the results are
not speculative. If the results are predicated on speculative
assertions, it is possible that for different profiling inputs
different results appear true. The difference in speculation
confidence could determine which one should be preferred.
The bailout_policy determines when to stop the
search. A default base policy makes the Orchestrator immediately return when a definite answer (i.e., the most precise)
is found with no attached assertions (i.e., cost-free). Apart
from this policy, the Orchestrator’s search may stop when all
the options have been explored (exhaustive search), or when
a timeout occurs (clients sensitive to compilation time), or

when a definite answer is found regardless of cost, or based
on some other heuristic.
In our implementation, for simplicity and lack of empirical
evidence justifying exposure of all options and exhaustive
search, we opt for a greedy search that terminates when a
definite result is found and presents only one option to the
client.
The Orchestrator could also be configured to query any
subset of the available modules. For example, a client who
wants to avoid speculation can configure the Orchestrator
to query only memory analysis modules. The ordering of
modules is also important as it affects query latency and
the effectiveness of greedy approaches. Typically, modules
with the smaller average cost of speculative assertions are
prioritized. Since memory analysis modules’ answers are
caveat-free (no validation), they are normally queried first.
From among the memory analysis modules, the order could
be determined by the query latency.
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loop L:
if (rare)
// no writes to a
...
else
i1:
a = ...;
i2: b = foo(a);
...
i3: a = ...;
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loop L:
// rare path ignored
i1: a = ...;
// data flow from i3
// killed by i1
i2: b = foo(a);
...
i3: a = ...;

loop L:
if (rare)
misspec(branch_tag);
...
else
i1:
a = ...;
i2: b = foo(a);
...
i3: a = ...;

(b) Speculative View

(c) Control Speculation Applied

(a) Original Code

Figure 5. Motivating Code Example
Step

Client (C)
1
14

7

Orchestrator (O)
2
8

4 10

Kill Flow
Module (KF)
3 9

11

5
13
Control Spec
Module (CS)
6 12

1
2
3
4
5

Flow
C→O
O→KF
KF
KF→O
O→CS

6

CS

7
8
9
10
11

CS→O
O→KF
KF
KF→O
O→CS

12

CS

13
14

CS→O
O→C

Action
Call handle(q0 =modref(i3, Before, i2, L, cc, dt, pdt))
Call eval(KF, q0 )
Generate r0 : (ModRef, ∅) // the flow from i3 to i2 is not killed
Return r0
Call eval(CS, q0 )
Generate premise query q1 :
modref(i3, Before, i2, L, cc, spec_dt, spec_pdt)
Call handle(q1 )
Call eval(KF, q1 )
Generate r1 : (NoModRef, ∅) // i1 kills the flow from i3 to i2
Return r1
Return r1
Generate control speculation assertion A (branch never taken),
assertion option O={A}, and response r3 : (NoModRef, O)
Return r3
Return r3

Figure 6. A step-by-step example of SCAF. The client wants to determine if there is a cross-iteration data flow from i3 to i2 in
the loop in Figure 5a. To that end, it creates a modref query that asks if instruction i3 may read or write the memory footprint
of i2 in a later iteration, assuming some static control flow information (dt, pdt). The kill-flow and control speculation modules
synergistically resolve this query, not addressable in isolation by any of these two modules. In Step 9, the kill-flow module
perceives the code as in the Speculative View in Figure 5b due to the speculative control flow information (spec_dt, spec_pdt).
3.4

SCAF within a Compiler

of multiple clients, a coordinating component could consider
the cost/benefit of multiple optimizations simultaneously
and prevent redundant speculation validation checks. Finally, rational clients would not apply validation checks for
non-leveraged speculative assertions.
The new compiler technology motivated by SCAF is left
for future work. This technology includes the re-design of
optimizations’ interfaces to enable planning and coordination among compiler components. Significant advancements
enabled by SCAF are expected for optimizing clients with
high performance returns (high enough to tolerate validation
and recovery overheads), such as automatic parallelization
and vectorization.

SCAF suggests: SCAF does not perform any transformation.
Clients can choose to ignore SCAF’s result to avoid paying
the cost of its accompanying speculative assertions. SCAF
merely makes suggestions. Different configurations of the
Orchestrator adjust the content of these suggestions, the final
decision on what transformations to perform is still left to
the client.
SCAF facilitates planning: SCAF avoids the defect of conventional compiler designs where the effect of speculative
transformations is only visible after performing the actual
transformation. Since SCAF reports the result of queries
predicated on speculative assertions, the compiler can perform global reasoning and weigh the impact of applying
speculative transforms prior to actually applying them. For
example, a parallelization transformation client could query
SCAF for all the dependences in a hot loop. Then, to select
the set of necessary speculative assertions, this client can
formulate an optimization problem considering the removal
cost of dependences and the parallelization gains. In the case

3.5

Example

This section illustrates concepts and design decisions described in the previous sections with the motivating example from section ğ2.2.2. For this example (presented again
in Figure 5a), a client wants to determine whether there is a
cross-iteration dependence from instruction i3 to i2. Such a
client could be a parallelization transformation that needs
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4 Implementation

to remove all the cross-iteration dependences so that each
iteration can execute independently and in parallel.
Edge profiling information allows control speculation to
infer that the branch in this code example is never taken
(rare condition). We propose that memory analysis and other
speculation modules should leverage the full effect of control speculation without performing code transformations.
In particular, the speculative assertion that the branch is not
taken should be understood by all modules in SCAF as a
fact (view misspeculation as impossible) since recovery code,
inserted by the client, preserves correctness in the case of
misspeculation. The view of the real effect of control speculation is presented in Figure 5b. The speculative view is not
intended to show transformed code (SCAF does not change
the code), but to explain how the code should be understood
by other modules given speculative dominance information.
This view of the code enables the kill-flow analysis algorithm
to prove that i1 kills (overwrites) the cross-iteration data flow
from i3, and thus disprove the dependence in question.
Figure 6 shows how this code example is handled by SCAF
step by step. For simplicity, this example only consists of
two modules - a kill-flow memory analysis module and a
control speculation module. SCAF enables control speculation to express a speculative control flow of the loop to
other modules via a premise query. This premise query is
received by the kill-flow module that can resolve the premise
query as opposed to the initially received query. In the end,
the client receives a NoModRef result predicated on the
speculative assertion A that the branch is never taken. If the
client chooses to leverage the NoModRef result and wants
to preserve soundness, it would need to insert a function call
at the beginning of the taken path to trigger misspeculation,
as shown in Figure 5c. For a parallelization transformation
client, recovery would involve rollback to the last checkpointed memory state and sequential execution of the original code (without speculation applied) up to the iteration
that caused the misspeculation.
In this example, a collaboration between a speculation
module and a memory analysis module results in a dependence removal. In general, collaboration in SCAF can also
occur among speculation modules or be initiated by memory
analysis modules.
Without collaboration, the removed dependence in this
example would require memory speculation. Memory speculation just asserts the absence of non-observed during profiling dependences without any understanding of why they
are not observed; there is no reasoning. Thus, its validation
requires expensive monitoring of the involved operations
and comparison of their access patterns. Instead, SCAF manages to inexpensively remove the dependence in question
by understanding the reason why this dependence did not
manifest during profiling (i.e., not taken branch).

SCAF is implemented on the LLVM Compiler Infrastructure [32] (version 5.0.2). This section describes the memory
analysis (ğ4.1) and speculation (ğ4.2) modules included in
SCAF’s implementation.
4.1

Memory Analysis Modules

SCAF includes the 13 analysis algorithms described in
CAF [24]. Each of these algorithms tries to disprove one
of the conditions described in ğ2.1. In particular, they reason
about shape analysis, reachability, flow killing, scalar evolution of pointers, induction variables, and features of the
LLVM IR and the C standard library.
Several of these algorithms initiate collaboration by creating premise queries. In CAF, these premise queries can only
be resolved by other memory analysis algorithms. In SCAF,
both memory analysis and speculation modules attempt to
resolve these queries, effectively increasing the impact of
the partially resolved queries. Moreover, memory analysis
modules can also resolve premise queries generated by speculation modules. An example of collaboration among memory
analysis and speculation modules is presented in ğ3.5.
4.2

Speculation Modules

This section describes a design pattern for speculation modules (ğ4.2.1), enumerates the profilers that guide them (ğ4.2.2),
and finally briefly describes the speculation modules implemented in SCAF (ğ4.2.3, ğ4.2.4). For each speculation module,
this section describes the effect of its speculative assertions
on dependence analysis, the validation code for its assertions, and the possibility of conflicts with other speculation
modules.
4.2.1 Developing Speculation Modules
To overcome the inherent imprecision of memory analysis algorithms, traditional compiler designs involve speculative transformations. Memory speculation can address the
imprecision of memory analysis by asserting the absence
of dependences not manifested during profiling. However,
memory speculation incurs a high validation cost [7, 16, 55].
To lower the validation cost, state-of-the-art compilers also
implement less generic but cheaper-to-validate speculative
transformations compared to memory speculation.
In this paper, such a speculative transformation is decomposed into an analysis and a transformation part. This decomposition exposes the effect of a speculative transformation prior to its application, enabling careful planning. The
analysis part is a speculation module that interprets profile
information in terms of dependence analysis, produces speculative assertions, and communicates with the same query
language (ğ3.2) as memory analysis modules. The transformation part includes validation code generation that ensures
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the correctness of the produced speculative assertions, recovery code generation in case of misspeculation, and runtime
support. SCAF’s clients apply this transformation part to
safely leverage the module’s speculative assertions without
violating the program’s semantics.
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This code, though, is of insignificant complexity compared
to the logic for determining the applicability of the transformation or the code for the application of the transformation.
Design with Collaboration in Mind: Our system does better than simply adding speculation modules into the ensemble. Speculation modules in SCAF are designed with collaboration in mind to maximize their impact. Traditionally,
speculative techniques are self-contained, resolving dependences in isolation. In SCAF, speculation modules can still
directly address dependence queries, but can also generate
premise queries, delegated by the Orchestrator to memory
analysis or other speculation modules. This collaborative
environment enables the decomposition of complex speculative techniques to multiple simple speculation modules
(e.g., extraction of points-to (ğ4.2.3), read-only (ğ4.2.4), shortlived (ğ4.2.4) modules from separation speculation [25]), and
participation of speculation modules in resolution of queries
that go beyond their own reasoning (e.g., Figure 6).

Design of Speculative Assertions: Each speculative assertion includes a module identifier, transformation program
points, an estimated cost, and conflict points. The identifier is
used by clients to identify the corresponding transformation
code. The program points specify where to apply the transformation (e.g., a branch instruction for control speculation).
The cost enables clients to optimize the selection of applied
transformations based on their cost and benefit. Conflict
points specify program operations that need to be modified
and allow clients to detect ahead of time conflicting transformations (i.e., application of one prevents the application
of another).
Estimated Cost Computation: The cost of speculation typically comes from validation and recovery. In this work, we
only estimate the validation cost. Validating speculative assertions’ adds latency in the common case, not only during
recovery. Further, all speculative assertions, in this work, are
high-confidence (always hold true during profiling), thus
misspeculation is equivalently unlikely for all the assertions.
The existence of less conservative speculation schemes with
varying misspeculation rates would require modeling of this
recovery cost. The total validation cost of a speculative assertion is computed by multiplying a latency estimate of one
invocation of the validation code with the execution count
(measured during profiling) of the guarded operation. For
example, for the case of value prediction on a load operation,
the validation code (check that the predicted value matches
the loaded value) will execute as many times as the load
operation (guarded instruction). The validation cost estimate
for one invocation is the average execution time of the validation code observed during profiling runs across several
benchmarks and inputs.

4.2.2 Profilers
SCAF’s speculation modules use information generated by
a set of profilers: (i) an edge profiler that identifies biased
branches [32]; (ii) a value-prediction profiler that detects
predictable loads [18]; (iii) a pointer-to-object profiler that
produces a points-to map, allowing detection of underlying
objects for every memory access [25]; and, (iv) an object lifetime profiler that detects short-lived memory objects, namely
objects that exist only within a single loop iteration [25].
4.2.3

Base Speculation Modules

The following base speculation modules resolve client
queries or premise queries of other modules using profiling
information. Base modules do not generate premise queries.
Pointer-Residue Speculation attempts to disambiguate
different fields within an object and may also recognize different regular strides across an array. Each pointer is characterized according to the observed during profiling values of
its four least-significant bits (residue). This module asserts
the absence of dependences between operations with disjoint
residue sets (with respect to their access size). Validation of
this speculative information is inexpensive, involves bitwise
operations that ensure that dynamic pointer values have expected residues, and does not conflict with the validation of
other modules’ assertions (original code instructions are left
unmodified). This speculative technique has been proposed
by Johnson [23].

Directives to Minimize Conflicts: To minimize conflicts
in terms of validation, it is preferable to insert validation
code adjacent to speculated operations rather than replacing original program operations. By following this principle,
most of the produced speculative assertions in our implementation do not introduce any conflict points. For the rest,
orthogonality, in terms of coverage, prevents conflicts.
Modular Design: Each speculation module and its validation code is decoupled and can be developed independently
from other modules as long as the module interface described
in ğ3.2 is respected. Development of these speculation modules and integration in SCAF is not more complex than the
development of separate speculation transformations as customary in existing research compilers. The main new overhead is additional code to conform to the SCAF’s interface.

Points-to Speculation identifies underlying objects (allocation sites) for every pointer using a points-to profiler.
Using this speculative information, it answers alias queries,
and may return SubAlias (explained in ğ3.2.3). Validating
points-to objects information is, in general, expensive and
complicated. Thus, we assign a prohibitively high cost to
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points-to assertions that effectively prevents clients from using responses predicated on such assertions. Yet, answers of
the points-to module can be leveraged by other speculation
modules, such as read-only and short-lived modules (ğ4.2.4),
without paying this high cost. In particular, these modules’
validation code separates select memory objects to a separate
heap. Since distinguishing objects within a heap is not necessary for these modules, they only need to insert points-to
heap checks instead of expensive points-to object checks. In
other words, these modules can safely ignore the expensiveto-validate points-to speculation assertion in the premise
query response, and replace it with their own assertions.
4.2.4

practically zero since the biased branch is computed anyway.
The only potential overhead is the cost of recovery in the
unlikely case of misspeculation.
Value Prediction identifies predictable loads using profiling information. It resolves data dependences that sink into
or source from these predictable loads. The value prediction
module can also interpret predictable loads as kill operations
to resolve additional queries leveraging the no-kill condition
from ğ2.1. If a predictable load post-dominates the source
of a queried dependence and dominates the destination, the
value prediction module generates premise queries to compare the memory footprint of the predictable load with the
footprint of the dependent instructions. Must-alias result
for either of the two premise queries enables the value prediction module to assert a lack of dependence. Validation
is inexpensive, involves a simple comparison of the loaded
value with the predicted one, and it does not conflict with
other assertions.

Factored Speculation Modules

Same as factored memory analysis algorithms in CAF [24],
factored speculation modules initiate collaboration by generating premise queries that may be resolved by other speculation or memory analysis modules.
Control Speculation identifies speculatively dead1 basic
blocks using edge profiling. It asserts that speculatively dead
instructions cannot source or sink memory dependences.
This speculative assertion enables the resolution of client
queries and premise queries of other modules.
For example, the control speculation module can address
premise queries generated by the reachability algorithms
described in CAF [24] (i.e., Global Malloc, No-Capture Global,
No-Capture Source, Unique Access Paths). These reachability algorithms reason about which object addresses can be
stored in particular memory locations. The control speculation module may resolve premise queries related to speculatively unreachable stores to these memory locations, and
thus facilitate the resolution of queries related to pointers
loaded from these locations.
Additionally, the control speculation module initiates collaboration by generating premise queries that replace static
control flow information of received queries with speculative control flow information (in the form of dominator
and post-dominator trees). The premise query with the optimistic control flow information is more likely to be resolved
by control-flow sensitive analysis modules compared to the
original query. If the speculative control flow is proven to be
useful by leading to the resolution of a query, control speculation module appends the required speculative control-flow
assertions to the query response.
Validation involves the insertion of a function call triggering recovery at the beginning of the speculatively dead path
of biased branches. This validation does not modify original
code instructions. It thus does not introduce conflicts with
other speculative assertions, as opposed to other schemes
(e.g., [41]) that propose the replacement of biased branches
with assertions. The validation cost of control speculation is

Read-only identifies memory objects that are never written to within a target loop based on profiling information [25]. This module generates premise queries to compare the memory locations of read-only objects with the
memory locations involved in received queries. It asserts
that read-only memory locations cannot be written to and
asserts disjointedness of read-only objects from pointers
to other objects. Johnson et al. [25] have shown that validation of these assertions is inexpensive via separation of
read-only memory objects to a separate heap and simple
bitwise operations on computed pointers to check points-to
heap assertions. Note that in this work, we separate and
decompose the analysis part of separation speculation [25]
to simple modules that collaboratively infer at least the same
properties as the monolithic design proposed in [25]. Further,
this work avoids points-to heap checks if the premise query
reports MustAlias with zero cost. Since read-only assertions require re-allocation of the involved memory objects to
the read-only heap, they conflict with any other assertions
that require modification of the allocation sites of the same
memory objects.
Short-lived identifies memory objects that only exist
within one iteration of the loop of interest using profiling
information [25, 28, 55]. Similarly to the read-only module,
it generates premise queries to compare the memory locations involved in the original query with the locations of
short-lived objects. It asserts the absence of cross-iteration
dependences on any access to short-lived objects and asserts
disjointedness of these objects from pointers to other objects.
Similarly to the read-only module’s validation, validation
of the short-lived module’s assertions is inexpensive and
introduces conflicts on the allocation sites of the involved
short-lived objects. Note that the short-lived and the readonly objects are disjoint sets, and thus no conflict between

1 We

focus on high-confidence speculation and thus only never executed
during profiling basic blocks are considered.
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their assertions is possible. In addition, the short-lived module’s assertions additionally require a simple check at the
end of every loop iteration that verifies that the count of
allocated short-lived objects equals the count of freed ones.
4.2.5
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Metric: Same as in prior work [24], we utilize the %NoDep
metric as a measure of analysis precision. This metric denotes
the percent of dependence queries for which the evaluated
analysis framework reports no flow, anti, or output dependence. The coverage in terms of dependence removal is a
direct measure of SCAF’s impact, as opposed to the performance response that is tied to the specifics of the evaluated
optimizing client and thus an indirect measure. While the
performance impact for an optimizing client is not measured, the selected metric is indicative of such an impact.
Performance is highly correlated with the cost of memory
dependence removal in hot loops for certain types of clients,
such as parallelization techniques [16, 40, 55].

Recovery

Clients utilizing SCAF’s query responses with speculative assertions need to insert the corresponding validation code (described in ğ4.2.3, ğ4.2.4) to preserve the semantics of the original code. At runtime, if the validation checks fail, misspeculation occurs and recovery code should be activated. Therefore,
clients that leverage speculative assertions should support
recovery and separation of speculative and non-speculative
state. There is a rich literature of recovery mechanisms for
systems that speculate memory dependences. These mechanisms, that SCAF’s clients can leverage, are summarized in
two main categories: process-based [13, 25, 27, 29, 46] and
thread-based [22, 40, 54ś56] schemes.

Best Prior Approach: We evaluate the positive effect of collaboration among speculation modules and between memory analysis and speculation modules by comparing SCAF
against the best prior approach that integrates speculation
into dependence analysis: composition by confluence (ğ2.2.1).
This approach resembles prior proposals [28, 40, 57, 61] that
utilize speculative techniques independently, each handling
memory dependences on its own without interactions with
other speculation or memory analysis modules. In composition by confluence, each dependence query is passed to each
module in isolation, and the confluence of individual results
is returned. To avoid taking credit for contributions of prior
work (CAF [24] supports collaboration among memory analysis modules), we treat all the memory analysis modules
as one component within which collaboration is permitted.
We refer to this component as CAF. Both composition by
collaboration (SCAF) and by confluence use the same memory
analysis and speculation modules. Same as SCAF, composition by confluence does not use memory speculation, and only
reports cheap-to-validate assertions (responses that include
points-to speculation assertions are discarded).

5 Evaluation
Benchmark Selection: We evaluate SCAF against 16
C/C++ benchmarks from the SPEC suites (SPEC CPU
92/95/2000/2006/2017) [51]. We exclude Fortran SPEC benchmarks due to lack of Fortran front-end support (Flang [17]
not supported in LLVM 5.0). We also exclude other C/C++
SPEC benchmarks due to the limitations of our profilers’
implementation. All profilers (ğ4.2.2) except for the edge
profiler (LLVM version) are implemented in-house, lacking
industrial-level robustness in implementation. Benchmarks
for which at least one profiler failed to produce results were
rejected since only a subset of the speculation modules would
be applicable. Problems include unanticipated code patterns
that break code instrumentation, runtime errors of instrumented executables, and prohibitively large profile data.

Memory Speculation: Memory speculation is the most
commonly used and applicable speculation technique [25,
28, 40, 47, 56]. It asserts the absence of non-observed memory dependences using a loop-sensitive memory dependence
profiler [8]. Yet, memory speculation is the most expensive
speculation technique. Excessive usage of memory speculation often negates its enabling effect [7, 16, 55]. To validate
that a memory dependence between two operations is not
manifested at runtime, the access pattern of these two memory operations needs to be monitored at runtime. A shadow
memory is commonly used to keep track of accessed memory locations for all the speculative accesses [25, 43, 47].
This is expensive for software-only systems where monitoring of large read and write sets results in dramatic slowdowns [25, 46]. Figure 7b shows an assembly code snippet
of a typical memory speculation validation code and compares it with an example of a cheap-to-validate speculation
from SCAF (points-to heap check in Figure 7a). Validation of
the rest of speculation modules in SCAF (ğ4.2) is not more

Hot Loops: SCAF is evaluated on the hot loops of the evaluated benchmarks. These are the loops that comprise at least
10% of total program execution time and iterate at least 50
times on average per invocation. We evaluate on hot loops
because improvements in memory dependence analysis for
hot loops are expected to be more beneficial to clients compared to other parts of the benchmarks.
Profiling Data: We gather profiling information using the
train inputs from the SPEC benchmark suites.
Client: We evaluate SCAF with a Program Dependence
Graph (PDG) client [15]. For each hot loop, the PDG client
performs an intra-iteration and a cross-iteration dependence
query for each pair of memory operations (each dependence
is valued equally). Quantifying the impact of SCAF at the
optimizing client level is not possible given today’s compiler
technology (see ğ3.4) and is left for future work.
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r0 := addr
r1 := type
mem_spec_check:
r2 = r0 | SHADOW_MASK
r0 := addr
r3 = M[r2]
r4 = check_meta(r3, r1)
point_to_heap_check:
br r4 == FAIL, misspec
r1 = r0 & MASK
r5 = update_meta(r3, r1)
br r1 != EXPECTED,misspec M[r2] = r5

(a) Inexpensive

(b) Expensive

Figure 7. Speculation validation code examples. Validation
of SCAF’s modules involves only a few bitwise/arithemetic/branch instructions, while the memory speculation check
involves many more operations, including memory accesses.

complicated than the simple check in Figure 7a. Note that
if the client is a parallelization transformation and the speculated dependence is a cross-iteration one, memory speculation validation additionally involves the communication
of memory footprints among parallel workers. In contrast,
SCAF only employs assertions with inexpensive checks that,
even for parallel execution, are performed locally by each
worker. Overall, SCAF aims to reduce the gap between the
dependence coverage of memory speculation and cheap-tovalidate speculation and enable more profitable speculative
optimizations.
5.1

removes with cheap-to-validate speculation dependences
for which prior work would require memory speculation.
Moreover, memory speculation asserts the absence of individual dependences, while a cheap assertion, such as control
speculation assertion, may resolve (either in isolation or
collaboratively) multiple dependences. In other words, to
achieve the same dependence coverage as prior work, SCAF
uses not only cheaper assertions but also fewer. Therefore,
these results strongly indicate that SCAF decreases validation costs compared to the best prior approach, despite the
lack of optimizing client results.
Figure 9 compares SCAF with composition by confluence in
terms of the %NoDep metric of the PDG client for each of the
hot loops within the evaluated SPEC benchmarks. SCAF outperforms composition by confluence for 37 out of 56 hot loops
from the evaluated SPEC benchmarks. For these loops, collaboration enables removal of dependences non-addressable
by any module in isolation. For the rest of the loops, both
schemes have the same precision. Lack of benefit by SCAF
on the latter loops is mostly due to high coverage of nonobserved dependences by composition by confluence, leaving
few (if any) opportunities for increasing the impact of cheap
speculation. These loops are mainly found in 056.ear,
129.compress, 164.gzip, 179.art benchmarks.
5.2

Contributions of Modules to Collaboration

This section evaluates which modules within SCAF participate in collaborations across the 16 evaluated benchmarks,
and thus contribute to the improvements in the %NoDep
metric of the PDG client (discussed in ğ5.1). Collaboration

Benefit of Collaboration

Figure 8 compares SCAF, composition by confluence, memory
speculation, and CAF [24] using the %NoDep metric for the
PDG client. Since resolving a memory dependence within a
frequently executed loop has typically a larger impact to that
within a less frequently executed loop, we record %NoDep
at a loop granularity and weight it by the loop’s execution
time. %NoDep for each benchmark is, therefore, a weighted
sum of %NoDep per loop.
SCAF increases, on average, the dependence coverage
by 68.35% (56.27% for geomean) compared to composition
by confluence. Note that SCAF outperforms composition by
confluence for all the evaluated benchmarks; in some cases,
the improvement is too small to observe in the graph. Given
that both SCAF and composition by confluence use the same
inexpensive-to-validate speculative assertions, the coverage
improvement highlights how SCAF maximizes the impact
of these speculative assertions by exposing them to all the
modules in the framework.
By maximizing the impact of inexpensive speculative assertions, SCAF effectively reduces the need for expensive-tovalidate memory speculation for dependence removal. In fact,
Figure 8 shows a dramatic reduction of the memory speculation bar (58.41% geomean). This reduction means that SCAF

Table 2. Collaboration coverage of modules in SCAF on the
benchmark, loop, and improved query (i.e., query benefited
by collaboration) levels. The percentage of a module denotes
the coverage of beneficial collaboration involving the module
for the population of a certain level (e.g., the 93.75% coverage
of CAF on the benchmark level means that CAF is used in
collaboration with other modules for 93.75% of benchmarks
for removal of dependences unresolvable with composition
by confluence).

Analysis Modules

Spec. Modules

Memory Analysis (CAF)
Read-only
Value Prediction
Pointer-Residue
Control Speculation
Points-to
Short-lived
Among Speculation Modules
Between CAF and Speculation
All
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Collaboration Coverage (%)
Benchmark Loop
Improved
Level
Level Query Level
93.75
42.86
40.02
87.50
53.57
71.52
12.50
3.57
0.11
6.25
1.79
0.00
75.00
30.36
18.57
87.50
53.57
81.32
6.25
1.79
9.80
87.50
53.57
81.32
93.75
42.86
40.02
100.00
66.07
100.00
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Figure 8. Dependences coverage by different schemes. CAF denotes dependences disproven by memory analysis (CAF [24]).
Confluence and SCAF show additional dependences removed using inexpensive speculation without and with collaboration,
respectively. Memory speculation asserts the absence of the remaining dependences that do not manifest during profiling.
Observed deps are dependences that manifest during profiling.
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Figure 9. Composition by Collaboration (SCAF) compared
with Composition by Confluence. Each point is a hot loop.
Collaboration performs better on loops above the diagonal.

usefulness of providing speculative control flow information to other modules. The rest of speculation modules also
profitably collaborate in varying degrees.
Furthermore, these results show that more than two components contribute to the resolution of certain queries because the sum of the percentages of all the analysis modules
for queries benefited by collaboration is bigger than 200%.

exhibits when two or more modules achieve higher precision
than the confluence of their individual results.
Table 2 presents each module’s contribution to collaboration. We treat all the memory analysis modules as one single
component (CAF) and focus on the interactions of memory
analysis as a whole with speculation modules.
These results strongly corroborate the hypothesis that collaboration between memory analysis and speculation modules is beneficial. Memory analysis modules collaborate with
at least one speculation module for 15 out of 16 evaluated
benchmarks, for 42.86% of the evaluated hot loops, and for
40.02% of benefited from collaboration queries.
Notice also that the control speculation module participates in numerous fruitful collaborations, indicating the

5.3

Query Latency

Figure 10 presents the cumulative distribution function (CDF)
of the query latency for CAF [24], SCAF without Desired Result parameter, and SCAF. All the queries performed by the
PDG client are considered. Time is measured in processor
cycles on a 14-core Intel Xeon CPU E5-2697 v3 processor
running at 2.60GHz (turbo-boost disabled) with 768GB of
available memory. SCAF’s query latency is reduced by 27.50%
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(geomean) with the introduction of the Desired Result parameter. Compared with CAF, SCAF, despite using more analysis
modules (i.e., addition of speculation modules), increases the
geomean query latency by only 1.61%. Finally, 95% of queries
are serviced by SCAF within 2.6ms.

techniques and memory analysis algorithms. SCAF allows
parallelization clients to identify more parallelizable regions
due to higher precision achieved via collaboration.
Other works combine profile-driven approaches with
memory analysis for clients beyond the scope of parallelization. Lin et al. [36] propose a speculative single static assignment (SSA) form that incorporates memory and control speculation. However, memory analysis does not leverage speculative information, and only low-level optimizations are
targeted. Manilov et al. [39] use memory analysis enhanced
with profiling information to recognize iterators of loops.
However, the authors rely on profile-guided data flow information that would be expensive to validate. SCAF reduces
validation overheads for clients by utilizing various types of
cheap-to-validate speculation techniques and achieves high
precision by enabling the collaboration of analysis modules.

6 Related Work
Johnson [23] proposes a design integrating speculation in a
collaborative analysis framework (CAF [24]); however, there
has been no published work implementing this design. Additionally, merely adding existing speculative techniques into
an analysis ensemble is not sufficient to enable collaboration.
Speculative techniques need to be re-designed with collaboration in mind. Traditionally, each speculative technique is
self-contained. Instead, speculation modules in SCAF extend
their impact by initiating collaboration and requesting assistance from other modules. SCAF also decomposes complex
and monolithic speculative techniques mentioned in [23] to
simple analysis modules. Moreover, the query language used
in CAF is insufficient to fully leverage speculative information, most prominently control flow information. SCAF’s
query language supports the communication of both data
and control flow information among modules. Finally, Johnson’s proposal is tied to a particular client [26], while SCAF
is client-agnostic. SCAF specifies the required speculative
assertions along with each query answer, allowing clients to
decide on how to act upon this information.
Other works [2, 12, 14] also explored integrating speculative information into static analysis, but in a monolithic
fashion. Static analysis algorithms in these prior works are
tightly coupled with specific speculative information. By
contrast, SCAF is a modular and thus easily extensible framework in which a broad set of memory analysis and speculation modules synergistically resolve queries while being
fully decoupled.
In terms of static analysis, prior works [5, 6, 11, 24, 30, 34,
42] explore collaboration among analysis algorithms. However, these works do not leverage speculation and are thus
restrained by the inherent imprecision of memory analysis.
To overcome the imprecision of memory analysis, hybrid
analysis [49] and sensitivity analysis [48] explore the combination of static and run-time analysis. Static analysis is
used to extract run-time checks, which determine if the parallelized code is safe to execute. However, unlike profile-driven
approaches, run-time analysis offers limited coverage and
small improvement over memory analysis. SCAF instead
uses profiling to exploit commonly executed patterns and
avoid arbitrarily complex run-time checks.
Several speculative automatic parallelization works [28,
57] employ a composition by confluence approach where they
first produce a conservative PDG using memory analysis and
successively refine it using a series of speculative techniques.
This approach does not allow interactions among speculative

7 Conclusion
This paper presents the design, implementation, and evaluation of SCAF, a modular and collaborative dependence
analysis framework that computes the full impact of speculation on memory dependence analysis. In SCAF, speculation
modules and memory analysis modules with independent
implementations work together to resolve memory dependence queries. SCAF enables judicious use of speculation to
address memory dependences that would otherwise limit
optimizations or lead to expensive-to-validate memory speculation. Relative to the best prior speculation-aware dependence analysis technique, SCAF dramatically reduces the
need for expensive-to-validate memory speculation in the
hot loops of all 16 evaluated C/C++ SPEC benchmarks. Given
these results, we believe that SCAF is beneficial for memory
analysis sensitive clients, and a necessary step toward robust
automatic parallelization.
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